Wanted: Head of Software (Full-Stack Software Engineer)

stenon offers the world’s first real-time soil analysis solution for agriculture. With our IoT solution
consisting of intelligent sensor fusion, artificial intelligence and data analysis, we are solving a major
and global agriculture problem.
Are you ready to disrupt the world's largest market together with us and our patented technology?
We are looking for a Head of Software to take our codes to unicorn level and beyond. For this we
need your expertise as a Full-Stack Software Engineer.
We have already acquired initial funding from EIT Climate-KIC, Europe’s leading climate innovation
initiative. Also, we have landed e-shelter, the largest provider of data center services in the EU, that
operates data centers of >100.000 m2 total area, as a technology partner, giving us access to
tremendous computing and emulation power. This gives you ultimately the opportunity to impact
and scale our technology-stack based on the best infrastructure in the world. We are also member of
the Google Could Platform startup program, which provides us with a 20.000 EUR Google Cloud
service grant for developing our infrastructure.
If you are interested in using your contribution to our technology to solve a global problem in the
agricultural sector and at the same time do good for the global environment, get in touch with us.
What we are looking for
- Experience as a full-stack SW developer, able to code back-end to front-end
- Very good knowledge in Python and Java/JavaScript
- Gifted for writing clean and easily maintainable code
- Experience with Google Firebase and related App development
- Experience with Google Cloud Solutions and architecture design
- Entrepreneurial mind-set and a ‘get-shit-done’ attitude
We are not looking for a regular employee but rather for a highly-driven member of our initial
founding team.
It's okay if you don’t have years of experience listed on your CV. What we need is drive and the will
to turn a vision into reality.
What we offer:
- A key role in a fast-paced early stage company that puts people first
- The opportunity to build and shape a high performing Dev-Team
- Equity depending on the type and extent of your support
- Freedom in how you solve problems – It’s the result we care about
- A culture where the best argument wins
We look forward to receiving your email.
Get in touch with us via info@stenon.io

VISIT us on stenon.io

